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Abstract

Uroš Stepišnik & Gregor Kosec: Modelling of slope processes on karst
The present paper is concerned with the modelling of the karst slope processes. A simple straightforward one dimensional physical model is introduced in order to assess basic behaviour of the slope development. The model takes in account mass continuity of weathered material, the mechanical and chemical weathering of the bedrock. The paper focuses on the slope formation with respect to the ratios between different magnitudes of governing processes (mechanical and chemical weathering and mass movement). The introduced approach represents first step in understanding slope processes and does not pose a realistic quantitative comparison with field measurements. However, the results gathered with the model show good qualitative agreement with the field observations. Three different representative cases are studied: dominant mechanical weathering case, balanced mechanical and chemical weathering case and dominant chemical weathering case.
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the geomorphological research of the second half of the twentieth century was devoted to slope development over time (Chorley & Kennedy 1971; Carson & Kirkby 1972; Kirkby 1978; Summerfield 1991). Several geomorphological models describing slope formation were proposed; with the models of Davis, Penck and King (Summerfield 1991) most widely discussed.

Davis has developed a model of slope lowering which leads to a reduction of slope inclination over time. The upper part of the slope becomes convex and lower part becomes concave. The final result of slope development is a peneplain. Penck’s slope replacement model describes a reduction of steep rocky slopes which in lower parts are replaced with more gentle, regularly concave
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slopes. This model does not define the final stage of slope development as it is applied to the areas of tectonic uplift in the Andes and the Alps. King’s slope withdrawal model explains the parallel retreat of slope without changing the angle of the upper part of the slope. Weathered material accumulates only in the lower parts of slopes which are concave. Under the slopes pediments are formed (Summerfield 1991). These classical models of slope development are not based on detailed studies of the slopes and do not provide detailed information about the development dynamics of certain slope types but stand for starting point for further study of slope development.

Subsequent literature (Carson & Kirkby 1972; Kirkby 1978; Anhert 1987; Anderson & Richards 1987) specifies the evolution of slope in time as a function of lithological and mechanical characteristics of rocks and types of processes on the slopes. Retreat of the slopes is parallel only if the mechanical properties of the bedrock are uniform and simultaneous removal of accumulation at footslope is active. Parallel slope retreat is common even if the upper part of slope is of mechanically more resistant bedrock than lower part (Summerfield 1991).

Geomorphic processes on karst slopes differ from those on slopes in other geomorphic systems. They are limited only to mechanical and chemical weathering of bedrock, mass movement and accumulation of weathered material at the footslope. No processes connected with surface water runoff or water accumulation in a weathered mantle are present on karst slopes. Better recognition of the nature and dynamics of geomorphic processes operating on karst slopes would enhance understanding of the development of the karst surface as a whole as well as the diversity of karst landforms with slopes.

Rock turns into transportable material by weathering. Slope formation in karst is dominated by two processes: mechanical and chemical weathering. Mechanical weathering causes disintegration of solid bedrock into smaller fractions generating weathered mantle which is then subjected to mass movement on the slope. The movement rate depends on slope angle and thickness of the mantle. At the same time, chemical weathering in the epikarstic zone causes dissolution of the weathered mantle. The material is then washed into the karstic aquifer as a solution. Both phenomena affect the thickness of the weathered mantle and the dynamics of its downslope movement.

A simple classification of karst slopes is based on dominant weathering type (Stepišnik 2006, 2008) with slopes being divided into active and balanced. On active slopes mechanical weathering of the bedrock is more rapid than chemical weathering of the weathered mantle. As a consequence, regolith is prone to mass movement parallel to slope (rockfalls, creep of weathered mantle etc.). Balanced slopes have equal or more intense chemical weathering than mechanical breakdown of bedrock. As a result most of the weathered mantle is dissolved in-situ and washed vertically into karst aquifer; it is not subjected to significant slope movement.

Those balanced slopes are unique for karst as their shape and inclination remain unchanged due to the absence of mass wasting on the slopes. Those slopes are modified mostly by dissolutional surface lowering, which functions normal to the slope and does not notably affect slope morphology. Once they reach a balanced state, the slopes on karst surface become stable and are normally bare or covered with only a very thin layer of regolith. Consequently, all slopes within surface features such as dolines will be preserved on that surface for an extremely long time.

The aim of this work is to upgrade the qualitative understanding of described processes with a physically based model. We follow simple and understandable assumptions in order to create another step towards better understanding of processes in karst systems.

Fig. 1: Middle section of balanced slope on karst, Kornat, Croatia (Photo: K. Natek).
PHYSICAL MODEL

We propose a simple physical model to simulate the development of karst slopes. The present model is based on the work of G. Kaufmann work (Kaufmann 2002; Kaufmann 2009), where slope processes are modelled as a diffusive problem. Kaufmann incorporated all involving phenomena in a single process, the mass continuity, where he assumed that the mass flow depends only on the slope gradient. The result of such approach is diffusion equation, similar to the heat conduction whereas the temperature (or enthalpy) is replaced with height. In this work more a detailed treatment is presented. The bedrock and weathered material are treated as different materials with different physical behaviour. The bedrock is assumed not to be affected by dissolutional lowering (note that focus of a present study is on the slope shape and not the absolute height) and to be steady (there is no material transport present). On the other hand, the regolith is transported downslope by gravity. To model the phenomena, simple advective-diffusive approach is proposed. The diffusive part of the transport plays similar role as in Kaufmann work, however the introduction of multi-material approach (bedrock-weathered mantle) demands additional transport mechanism in order to take in account the bedrock shape, i.e. to consider the bedrock gradient.

A next important phenomenon is the mechanical weathering of the bedrock. The bedrock is constantly transformed to the weathered material by the elements. In the present work those elements are assumed to be constant. However, the weathering rate is not constant as the weathered material insulates the bedrock and therefore the rate of weathering decreases with depth of the regolith.

Third, and the last process considered in the present work is dissolution of the weathered mantle. Similar to the mechanical weathering, the dissolutional lowering of the surface depends only on the thickness of the weathered material. It is assumed to be more intense when more weathered material is present.

In this paper we deal only with one dimensional case (with Cartesian coordinate $x$). The setup of the test case is presented in Fig. 2.

As described, the weathered material transport is modelled as

$$\frac{\partial h}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \alpha_w \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( h \gamma \right) - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \rho_w \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} \right) + \rho_w \frac{\partial h}{\partial x},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$v = \begin{cases} v_w \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} \leq \xi_{\text{lim}} \\ \beta_w \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} > \xi_{\text{lim}} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $h_w$, $\alpha_w$, $\beta_w$, $h_w$, $\gamma_w$, $\xi_{\text{lim}}$, $\rho_w$ and $\rho_w$ are weathered mantle thickness, weathered mantle diffusion coefficient, weathered mantle advection coefficient, bedrock height, corrosion coefficient, the limiting angle after which advection transport is not possible anymore, weathered material density and bedrock density, respectively. In Equation (1) all described processes are taken into account. First and second terms stand for transport mechanics, third term stand for corrosion and fourth for mechanical weathering, where density change is taken in account, as well. The "velocity" for the advection term is computed from the gradient of the bedrock (Eq. 2),

![Fig. 2: Model setup.](image)
where the limit gradient after which no transport is present, is taken in account. The construction of Eq. 2 is based on the field observations and is still open for further improvements.

In order to complete the model, additional relation describing the bedrock weathering is needed

\[ \dot{\tilde{h}} = \frac{\varepsilon_{w}}{\rho_{s}(R_{w}h_{w}+1)}, \] (3)

with \( \varepsilon_{w}, R_{w} \) and \( R_{0} \) the mechanical weathering coefficient, weathered isolation coefficient, and reference isolation coefficient, respectively. Eq. 3 is based on the model assumption that the rate of weathering depends only on the thickness of the weathered material and it is highest when no weathered material is present.

The construction of the present model is based on analogies from treatment of multiphase systems. The simplest multiphase solid-liquid system (ice-water) has been extensively studied by Josef Stefan around 1890 (Kamenomostskaya 1961; Meirmanov 1992; Šarler 1995).

This paper deals with the slope processes in general and it does not pose the quantitative results, therefore a convenient approach is to introduce dimensionless variables (denoted by tilde), equations and numbers in order to characterize behaviour of the physical model:

\[ \tilde{x} = \frac{x}{L}, \] (4)

\[ \tilde{y} = \frac{L}{\alpha} y, \] (5)

\[ \tilde{h}_{w} = \frac{h_{w}}{h_{0}}, \quad \tilde{h}_{r} = \frac{h_{r}}{h_{0}}, \] (6)

\[ \tilde{t} = \frac{\alpha}{L^{2}} t, \] (7)

where \( L \) and \( h_{0} \) stand for domain length and initial difference between highest and lowest height of bedrock.

The initial height of bedrock is set to a known function with a jump in the middle of the domain (kind of a smoothed step function) and in the beginning of the simulation there is no weathered material present.

\[ \tilde{h}_{0}(\tilde{t} = 0) = h_{0} \frac{\tanh\left(-35(\tilde{x} - 0.5)\right) + 1}{2}, \] (8)

\[ \tilde{h}_{0}(\tilde{t} = 0) = 0. \] (9)

The physical model can be fully determined by following dimensionless numbers

\[ A_{1} = \frac{\gamma L^{2}}{\alpha}, \]

\[ A_{2} = \frac{\rho_{s} h_{0} L^{2}}{\varepsilon_{w} h_{r} L}, \] (10)

\[ A_{3} = R_{w} h_{0}, \]

\[ A_{4} = \frac{h_{0}^{2}}{L} \frac{\beta}{\alpha}. \]

First dimensionless number characterises corrosion, second and third weathering and the last one transport of the weathered material.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The presented model does not have a closed-form solution. Therefore, a numerical approach is required. The problem is integrated with two-level explicit Euler time stepping and second-order finite differences approximation used for spatial discretization. For all computations, 100 uniformly distributed computational nodes and dimensionless time step \( 10^{-4} \) are used.

In the beginning of the simulation no regolith is present and therefore mechanical weathering is treated as the only active process. Mass wasting starts when the weathered mantle appears on the slope. Movement rate of the weathered material depends mainly on the slope angle. As the angle is not uniform (note that in the beginning the material is transported only within the small part in the middle of the domain) it results in a non-uniform thickness of the weathered mantle. Weathered mantle protects the bedrock from mechanical weathering and due to the non-uniform coverage, mechanical weathering becomes more intense on more exposed parts of the domain. This increasingly deforms the initial shape of the slope and the cycle stops when all processes are in the equilibrium so that the amount of mechanical weathering and corrosion is equal: the slope reaches a balanced state. From that point on-
wards, the surface retreats uniformly, i.e. the curvature and inclination of the slope remain unchanged.

We are especially interested in the dynamics of the slope shape with respect to the ratio between corrosion and weathering $A_1/A_2$. Three examples of system dynamics are presented. For all cases $A_1 = 5 \cdot 10^4$, $A_2 = 2$ and $\xi = 0.2$ are set. Details about the examples setup can be found in Table 1. For all three cases slopes at three different dimensionless values of time are presented $\bar{t} = 1, 50, 100$. As we are interested the shape of the slope the results are shifted by a average height $y_{avg}$.

The First example represents the development of slope with dominant mechanical weathering (Fig. 3). Such cases are usually present in the nature due to elemental influences which result in the intense mechanical breakdown of the rock or just due to the mechanical properties of bedrock. Examples can be found in colder or dryer climates where mechanical weathering is emphasized or chemical weathering is negligible. At the same time, karst rocks which are more prone to mechanical breakdown e.g. thin bedded limestone, tectonically crushed zones etc., are also less resistant to mechanical breakdown. With the dominance of mechanical weathering and resulting intense mass wasting, deformations in slope curvature are increased and inclination is reduced. The final outcomes of this example are slopes with lower angles and well-expressed curvature: convex in upper sections and concave in lower sections (Fig. 3).

The second example represents a balance between mechanical and chemical weathering (Fig. 4). In this case mechanical weathering and mass wasting are present on the slopes with sufficient inclination. Those processes modify slope curvature and inclination. When threshold inclination is reached and chemical weathering is equal or more intense than mechanical weathering, most of the mechanically fractured bedrock is dissolved in-situ. Mass-wasting processes then cease and balanced slope is subjected mainly to dissolutional lowering which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$A_1/A_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: The setup of examples.

Fig. 3: Evolution of slope: Dominant mechanical weathering (example 1).

Fig. 4: Evolution of slope: Balanced mechanical and chemical weathering (example 2).
The last example represents the slope development with chemical weathering playing the dominant role (Fig. 5). Chemical weathering is dominant already in ‘initial’ development of the slope and it is more intense than the dynamics of mechanical breakdown of the rock. As a result most of the weathered mantle is dissolved in-situ and no mass wasting process is present. The most vivid example in the nature are carbonate rocks in hot humid climates, but it is also present in massive mechanically resistant limestones in other climates. In this case, slope curvature is not significantly changed due to mass wasting processes and the inclination is preserved.

**Fig. 6: An example of massive limestone slopes where mechanical weathering is significantly lower than chemical weathering, Tulove Grede, Croatia (Photo: U. Stepišnik).**

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have presented a simple physical model describing the formation of slopes on karst surface is presented. Despite the simplicity of the model, it shows promising agreement with the field observations (Stepišnik 2006; Stepišnik 2008). The modelling of karst slopes can be applied to various settings which appear in nature and it is simpler to predict final outcome of karst slope development which is exposed to various elements and with various bedrock properties. But the drawback of this model is absence of quantitative data from the field measurements which limits the further interpretation.
Therefore this paper represents just the starting point for further investigations on the topic. Future work will focus on the comparison of the present model with field data as well as on the precise determination of the model constants.

From the physical model point of view, the model has to be upgraded with better treatment of weathered material transport, as well as it has to be generalized to two dimensional domain. Further improvements have to follow more detailed field observation and comparison with the model results.
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